Floor Cleaner & Deodorizer

Floor Cleaner & Deodorizer is a commercial grade, multi-purpose cleaner with a pleasant, long-lasting lavender fragrance. Clean and deodorize in a single time-saving step. Use on a variety of surfaces including floors, walls, and woodwork. Ideal to use in kitchens, schools, hotel rooms, lobbies, entrances, and other public areas.

DIRECTIONS
Read the entire label and SDS for proper use, handling and storage before using this product.

Recommended dilution of product to water are as follows:

- **Light duty cleaning & damp mopping finished floors**: Dilute 2 oz. per gallon of water.
- **Medium duty cleaning**: Dilute 4-6 oz. per gallon of water.
- **Heavy duty cleaning**: Dilute 12-16 oz. per gallon of water.

USE WITH GLOBAL FLOOR CARE MACHINES

- 261990 - Global Industrial™ Electric Auto Floor Scrubber 20” Cleaning Path - Corded
- 641244 - Global Industrial™ Auto Floor Scrubber 20” Cleaning Path, Two 115 Amp Batteries
- 641245 - Global Industrial™ Auto Ride-On Floor Scrubber 34” Cleaning Path, Three 170 Amp Batteries
- 641250 - Global Industrial™ Electric Auto Floor Scrubber 18” Cleaning Path - Corded
- 641251 - Global Industrial™ 17” Floor Machine
- 641252 - Global Industrial™ 20” Floor Machine
- 641253 - Global Industrial™ 20” Floor Machine, Dual Speed
- 641263 - Global Industrial™ Auto Floor Scrubber 18” Cleaning Path, Two 115 Amp Batteries
- 641264 - Global Industrial™ Auto Floor Scrubber 20” Cleaning Path, Two 115 Amp Batteries
- 641265 - Global Industrial™ Auto Floor Scrubber 26” Cleaning Path, Two 115 Amp Batteries

GLOBAL FACTS
- Effectively cleans dirt, light oils, smudges, and smears
- Highly concentrated for economy
- Rinses freely from surfaces and leaves no residue
- Versatile and economical

MARKETS
- Building Service Contractors
- Education
- Food Service
- Healthcare
- Hospitality & Lodging
- Industry & Manufacturing
- Transportation
- Veterinary

SPECIFICATIONS
- Color: Purple
- Scent: Lavender
- pH: 6.0 - 8.0
- Viscosity: Water Thin

REORDER
- 640404 - 4x1 Gallons/Case

COMPARE TO
- Global Catalog: Fabuloso (8260412)